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The effect of high-intensity interval exercise on doxorubicin-induced TLR4 
inflammatory signaling in rat myocardium.
E M. DiLizia1, Siddhartha Angadi, Ph.D1,2, and Jared Dickinson, Ph.D2

ResultsAbstract

Background: Doxorubicin (Dox) is a common
anti-cancer agent that causes collateral
damage to the heart. Pre-conditioning
(exercise prior to Dox therapy) may attenuate
Dox-induced cardiomyopathy by modulating
inflammatory pathways. The effect of pre-
conditioning on TLR4 signaling in Dox-induced
cardiomyopathy is uncertain.

Methods: Sprague-Dawley rats were organized
into four parallel groups (N=14, n=2-4)
performing either exercise (EX) or remaining
sedentary (SED) prior to treatment with Dox or
placebo (VEH). Subjects received Dox or
placebo every two weeks during the six week
study.

Results: TLR4 signaling was increased in
subjects receiving Dox (p = 0.05), however
exercise did not affect TLR4 abundance
among treatment groups (p = 0.20). Exercise
was not associated with changes in pNFkB to
total NFkB ratio (pt-NFkB) or pIkB to total IkB
ratio (pt-IkB). Pre-conditioned subjects
demonstrated a higher pt-IkB than sedentary
subjects.

Conclusion: The impact of TLR4 on Dox-
induced cardiac inflammation may not be
significantly modulated by pre-conditioning
HIIT. However, HIIT pre-conditioning may
impact downstream mediators NFkB, pNFkB
and pIkB in models of Dox-induced cardiac
inflammation.
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Discussion and Conclusions
• Pre-conditioning may be associated with

inhibition of IkB via phosphorylationat S32.
• This study did not provide strong evidence to

demonstrate the anti-inflammatory effect of
HIIT exercise on myocardium exposed to
Dox.

• There was inadequate statistical power to
support the role of TLR4 in mediating Dox-
induced inflammation in the myocardium.

• Future studies with larger cohorts of subjects
may better identify the role of exercise in
modulating TLR4 inflammatory pathways in
myocardium exposed to Dox.

Methods

• Female ovarectamized Sprague-Dawley rats
(n=14) were randomized to remain sedentary
(SED) or exercise (EX) and then receive either
Dox or saline vehicle (VEH) (Figure 2).

• HIIT exercise was performed according to a
previously verified protocol.2

• Dox rats received 4 mg/kg every 14 days for 6
weeks according to an established protocol
used in human breast cancer patients.3
Cumulative Dox dose is clinically similar to
that of a typical breast cancer patient.

• Western blots of homogenized left ventricular
tissue were performed with the Bio-Rad
Criterion system (Bio-Rad), TLR4 antibodies
(Santa Cruz), NFkB antibodies (Cell Signal)
and IkB antibodies (Cell Signal).

• Western blot membranes were imaged with
the ChemiDoc MP and analyzed using
ImageLab (Bio-Rad).

• Data among the four groups were assessed
using a non-parametric ANOVA test (p < 0.05)
using SPSS software. Results were
normalized to the control group (SED-VEH).

Introduction
• (Dox) is an anti-cancer agent that causes dose-

dependent collateral damage to the heart.
• Pre-conditioning (exercise prior to Dox therapy)

may attenuate Dox-induced cardiac dysfunction.
• This effect has been demonstrated in several

pro-inflammatory molecular pathways.
• TLR4 begins a pro-inflammatory molecular

pathway (Figure 1) which may play a role in
Dox-induced cardiac dysfunction.

• The effect of pre-conditioning with high-intensity
interval training (HIIT) on TLR4 signaling in Dox-
induced cardiomyopathy is uncertain.

Figure 3: Target abundance in rat myocardium.
a. TLR4 abundance normalized to SED-VEH.
b. Ratio of pNFkB p65 (S536) to total NFkB abundance.
c. Ratio of pIkB (S32) to total IkB abundance.

Figure 4. Statistical significance of target
abundance among treatment groups using
non-parametric ANOVA tests. *Significant
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• TLR4 abundance normalized to control (Figure
3a) was highest in the Dox groups, but there
was no statistical difference among the groups
(p = 0.20).

• pt-NFkB ratio (Figure 3b) did not significantly
differ among groups (p = 0.45).

• pt-IkB ratio (Figure 3c) was highest in pre-
conditioned subjects and lowest in the
sedentary subjects (p = 0.04).

• Statistical significance of all results are listed in
Figure 4.
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Figure 2: Experimental groups

Dox VEH

EX n = 4 n = 4

SED n = 2 n = 4

Result P-value*
TLR4 0.204

DOX vs. VEH 0.053
EX vs. SED 0.476

pt-NFkB 0.451
DOX vs. VEH 0.412

EX vs. SED 0.355
pt-IkB 0.184

DOX vs. VEH 0.093
EX vs. SED 0.046*

Figure 1: TLR4 inflammatory pathway. Note 
the phosphorylation of NFkB (p) at S536 of 

the p65 subunit.1
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